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Abstract 
 

Trust as one of important social relations has attracted much attention from researchers in the 
field of social network-based recommender systems. In trust network-based recommender 
systems, there exist normally two roles for users, truster and trustee. Most of trust-based 
methods generally utilize explicit links between truster and trustee to find similar neighbors 
for recommendation. However, there possibly exist implicit correlations between users, 
especially for users with the same role (truster or trustee). In this paper, we propose a novel 
Collaborative Filtering method called CF-TC, which exploits Trust Context to discover 
implicit correlation between users with the same role for recommendation. In this method, 
each user is first represented by the same-role users who are co-occurring with the user. Then, 
similarities between users with the same role are measured based on obtained user 
representation. Finally, two variants of our method are proposed to fuse these computed 
similarities into traditional collaborative filtering for rating prediction. Using two publicly 
available real-world Epinions and Ciao datasets, we conduct comprehensive experiments to 
compare the performance of our proposed method with some existing benchmark methods. 
The results show that CF-TC outperforms other baseline methods in terms of RMSE, MAE, 
and recall. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of information technology, Recommender Systems (RSs) as an 
indispensable type of information filtering technique have attracted much attention in the past 
decades. Collaborative filtering (CF), a typical recommendation technique, which 
automatically predicts the interests of an active user by collecting rating information from 
other similar users or items, has been successfully applied in lots of domains such as 
e-commerce [1], e-learning [2], music [3], [4], movies [5], [6], mobile tourism [7], [8], etc. 

Recently, with social networks becoming increasingly popular, more and more researchers 
have realized that social networks play an important role in recommender systems because 
they provide rich information on various social relations between users such as friendship to 
improve traditional recommendation methods. Trust, which is one of these important social 
relations, has been proved its strong connections to users’ interests and its effectiveness in 
recommendation quality improvement in many studies [9], [10]. The rationale underlying 
trust-aware recommendation method is that, the taste of a user (truster) is similar to that of his 
trusted users (trustees). 

Most of these studies focus on mining and utilizing explicit links between trusters and 
trustees to find similar neighbors for recommendation. However, implicit correlations 
between users with the same role (truster or trustee) are ignored, which are actually useful for 
generating accurate predictions. These implicit correlations between same-role users may be 
built based on explicit link between role-different users. Yao et al. [11] proposed to 
incorporate similar trusters and trustees into a traditional matrix factorization-based 
recommendation method. They considered two users with the same role (truster or trustee) to 
be related if they trusted (or are trusted by) the same trustees (or trusters), as shown in Fig. 1. 
In Fig. 1(a), two trusters u1 and u2 (with the same role) are similar to some extent because they 
trust a trustee v2 simultaneously. In Fig. 1(b), two trustees v1 and v2 (with the same role) are 
similar to some extent because they are trusted by a truster u1 simultaneously. Based on this 
theory, trust relation matrix was exploited to compute corresponding similarities between 
users with the same role. Additionally, implicit correlation between users with the same role 
may be built based on implicit co-occurrence between same-role users, as shown in Fig. 2. In 
Fig. 2(a), trusters u1, u2, and u3 (with the same role) are co-occurring (because they trust a 
trustee v1 simultaneously), trusters u2, u3, and u4 are co-occurring (because they trust a trustee 
v2 simultaneously). Thus, u1 and u4 are similar to some extent because they are described 
through the same co-occurrences, here trusters u2 and u3. Likewise, Fig. 2(b) shows another 
example on inferring similarity between trustees v1 and v4. 

 
Fig. 1. Common trusters or trustees relations: (a) u1 and u2 have a common trustee v2; (b) v1 and v2 have 

a common truster u1 
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Fig. 2. Co-occurrence relations: (a) u1 and u4 are co-occurring with the same trusters u2 and u3; (b) v1 and 

v4 are co-occurring with the same trustees v2 and v3. 
 

In this paper, we focus on utilizing implicit correlations between users with the same role 
stated in the abovementioned scenario for recommendation and present a novel Collaborative 
Filtering recommendation method based on Trust Context (CF-TC). We first employ an 
association mining technique to determine whether two users with the same role are 
significantly co-occurring based on trust context. Then, each user is represented by these 
significantly co-occurred users. Finally, user similarities are computed based on user vectors 
and are fused into two traditional (memory-based and matrix factorization-based) 
collaborative filtering methods for rating prediction. We have conducted relevant experiments 
on two real-world datasets Epinions and Ciao, and the results demonstrate that our proposed 
method outperforms other baseline methods in terms of RMSE, MAE, and recall. This proves 
the effectiveness of proposed method. 

The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 
(i) We propose to mine the implicit correlations between users with the same role based 

users’ trust context. 
(ii) We propose two methods to exploit implicit correlations between users with the same 

role for improving recommendation performance. 
(iii) We conduct relevant experiments on two publicly available datasets, and verify the 

effectiveness of the proposed recommendation method using relevant metrics. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related work on 

trust-aware recommendation. Section 3 proposes our method and introduces the detail of its 
two variants. Section 4 presents related experiments and discusses the results. Section 5 
concludes this paper. 

2. Related Work 
The challenges of existing recommender systems mainly include cold start [12], [13], data 
sparsity [14], [15], and attacks [16], [17]. Trust has been regarded as one kind of 
commonly-used auxiliary information to help design more efficient recommender systems by 
solving these challenges to some extent. In this section, we review some related work on 
trust-aware recommendation methods. In a trustware recommender systems, trust information 
can be used in one of the following approaches along with traditional recommender systems 
[18]: (i) Trust-aware memory-based CF approachers, which use memory-based CF techniques 
as their basic methods, and (ii) Trust-aware model-based CF approachers, which use 
model-based CF techniques as their basic methods. 

Trust-aware memory-based CF approaches incorporate trust information to depress 
recommendations from distrusted users and boost recommendations from trusted users. 
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Golbeck [19] proposed a method called TidalTrust which performs a modified breadth first 
search in the trust network to compute trust values based on the following two observations: (i) 
shorter propagation paths produce more accurate trust estimates, and (ii) paths with higher 
trust values create better results. Massa and Avesani [9] proposed a new trust metric called 
MoleTrust which is similar to TidalTrust. Additionally, MoleTrust needs a predefined trust 
threshold to determine which users to consider in the rating aggregation process. Jamali and 
Ester [20] proposed a recommendation model called TrustWalker which combines trust-based 
and item-based recommendation. TrustWalker queries a user’s direct and indirect friends’ 
ratings for the target item as well as similar items by performing a random walk in online 
social networks. These recommendation approaches use trust information to either filter 
distrusted users or weigh the recommendation results made by all users. 

Matrix factorization technique is a widely-used recommendation method in model-based 
CF. Ma et al. [21] considered that users and their trust networks should have similar ratings on 
items, and proposed to predict a missing rating for a given user as a linear combination of 
ratings from the user and his/her trust network. Tang et al. [22], [23] proposed to perform a 
co-factorization procedure in the user-item matrix and the user-user trust relation matrix by 
sharing the same user preference latent factor based on the assumption that a user shares the 
same user preference vector in the rating space (rating information) and the trust relation space. 
Menon et al. [22], [24] reconstructed the trust matrix T to perform trust relation prediction. 
Jamali et al. [25], [26] proposed methods to force a user’s preference to be closer to that of 
users in the user’s trust network. Specially, SocialMF [25] proposed to force the preferences of 
a user to be closer to the average preference of the user’s trust network. Yang et al. [27] 
proposed a method called CircleCon which uses SocilMF [25] as a base method and focuses 
on inferring categoryspecific social trust circles from available rating information combined 
with social network information where social trust relations across all categories are mixed 
together. Trust-aware model-based MF approaches assume that users’ preferences are similar 
to or influenced by their trusted users. 

The methods above focus on utilizing direct or indirect trust relations to improve 
recommendation performance of traditional methods. However, users in trust network are 
associated with two different roles (truster and trustee). There may be implicit correlations 
between users with the same role. Therefore, our work proposes to mine these implicit 
correlations and then apply them in collaborative filtering for improving recommendation 
performance. Yao et al. [11] also take users’ roles into consideration. In this paper, we take 
their work as a baseline to verify the effectiveness of our method. 

3. Design of CF-TC 

3.1 Overview 
Our proposed CF-TC method mainly includes two components, as shown in Fig. 3: (i) mining 
implicit correlations between users with the same role and (ii) applying the mined implicit 
correlations for rating prediction. At the first step, for each user, we build his user 
representation using those who have the same role with the user. Then, we obtain the weight of 
each implicit correlation by computing the cosine similarity between any two users with the 
same role. At the second step, based on the computed weights, we present two variants of 
CF-TC, i.e, Memory-based CF-TC (CF-TC-Me) and Matrix Factorization-based CF-TC 
(CF-TC-MF). CF-TCMe and CF-TC-MF exploit the memory-based collaborative filtering 
and matrix-factorization-based collaborative filtering to predict ratings. 
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Fig. 3. Our proposed method. 

 

3.2 Mining Implicit Correlations 
3.2.1 Building User Representation 
In this section, we introduce how to build user representation based on the trust context. In 
trust relations, there are two roles of users: trusters who expressed trust to others and trustees 
who were trusted by others. We consider that two trusters are co-occurring if they expressed 
trust to the same trustees, and two trustees are co-occurring if they were trusted by the same 
trusters. The following examples are taken to illustrate how to obtain the co-occurrence 
relations between trusters as well as trustees, and their user representations. Table 1 shows the 
trust relations between trusters u1, u2, u3, u4 and trustees v1, v2, v3, v4, v5. Here, for simplicity, 
we consider two trusters to be significantly occurring if they expressed trust to at least one 
trustee simultaneously. In addition, a binary value of 1 or 0 is used for stating whether two 
trusters are co-occurring or not. Table 2 shows the user (truster) vectors describing the four 
trusters calculated in this manner. As demonstrated in the table, trusters u2 and u4 are described 
by the same user vectors, therefore they are highly related. Similarly, we consider two trustees 
to be significantly co-occurring if they were trusted by at least one truster simultaneously. In 
this way, associations between trustees are computed and the user (trustee) vectors describing 
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the five trustees are shown in Table 3, where trustees v3 and v5 are described by almost the 
same user vectors, therefore they are also highly related. Actually, significant co-occurrences 
of users with the same role (truster or trustee) depend on the trust context. Therefore, we 
calculate a significance score based on contingency tables commonly used in statistical theory. 

 
Table 1. Exemplary trust relation matrix 

 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 
u1 1 1 1 1 - 
u2 - 1 - - 1 
u3 - - - 1 1 
u4 1 - 1 1 - 

 
Table 2. User vectors for trusters 

 u1 u2 u3 u4 
u1 0 1 1 1 
u2 1 0 1 0 
u3 1 1 0 1 
u4 1 0 1 0 

 
Table 3. User vectors for trustees 

 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 
v1 0 1 1 1 0 
v2 1 0 1 1 1 
v3 1 1 0 1 0 
v4 1 1 1 0 1 
v5 0 1 0 1 0 

 
Table 4. Contingency table 

 v ~v 
u N11 N12 

~u N21 N22 
 
Table 4 shows the contingency table for users u and v with the same role. When they are 

trusters, they expressed trusts to N11 trustees simultaneously, truster u expressed trusts to N12 
trustees who were not trusted by truster v, truster v expressed trusts to N21 trustees who were 
not trusted by truster u, and they did not express trust to N22 trustees. On the other hand, when 
users u and v are trustees, they were expressed trusts by N11 trusters simultaneously, trustee u 
was trusted by N12 trusters who did not express trusts to trustee v, trustee v was trusted by N21 
trusters who did not express trusts to trustee u, and they were not expressed N22 trusters. Based 
on the obtained contingency table, the χ2 test is then used to measure the association degree 
between any two users, as shown in Equation 1. χ2 test sums the squared z-scores for each cell 
in the contingency table and is correlated to the expected frequencies. The cumulative 
distribution function of χ2 as shown in Equation 2, is used to compute association degree deg 
ranging from 0 to 1. A larger value of χ2 will generate a larger association degree. The larger 
association degree indicates that the co-occurrence between two users is more significant. We 
use a threshold ts to determine whether the co-occurrence is significant or not. For two users 
with the same role, if their computed association degree is larger than ts, they are regarded to 
be significantly co-occurred, and vice versa. 
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where v is the freedom degree and equals 1 for the contingency table here, Γ(·) is the Gamma 
function, x is the value of χ2 computed using Equation 1. 
3.2.2 Computing User Similarity 
We calculate the similarity between any two users u and v with the same role using the cosine 
similarity which measures the angle between their user vectors, as shown in Equation 3. Vu and 
Vv denote their user vectors. The value of cosine similarity is ranging from 0 to 1. 
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3.3 Memory-based CF-TC 
To predict a target user’s rating on a target item, memory-based collaborative filtering 
generally employs two classes of methods: (i) user-centric method, computes the similarities 
between users and then utilizes ratings of similar users on the target item to predict unknown 
rating; (ii) item-centric method, computes the similarities between items and then utilizes 
ratings of the target user on similar items to predict unknown rating. Here, we use the first 
method. We compute the predicted rating iuR ,

ˆ  of a user u on an item i by averaging the scores 
of neighbor users of u while each score is weighted by the corresponding similarity simu,v, as 
shown in Equation 4. 
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where v is one of neighbor users of u. 

3.4 Matrix Factorization-based CF-TC 
Matrix Factorization (MF) is a traditional model-based collaborative filtering method. Matrix 
Factorization-based CF performs a low-rank matrix factorization on the user-item rating 
matrix based on the assumption that a few latent patterns influence user rating behaviors. Let 
Pu ∈ RK and Qi ∈ RK be the user preference vector for user u and item feature vector for i 
respectively, where K is the number of latent vectors. The objective function of MF method is 
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where Wu,i is an indicator function that is equal to 1 if user u expressed rating on item i and 
equal to 0 otherwise, 2

F
•  denotes the Frobenius norm, λ is the regularization coefficient. By 

performing gradient descent in Pu and Qi, the minimum of the objective function above can be 
found and then P and Q can be obtained. Next, the prediction rating iuR ,

ˆ  can be computed as 
follows: 

iuiu QPrR +=,
ˆ                                                      (6) 
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where r  is a (global) offset value. 
The theory of trust-based recommendation stipulates that the tastes of two users existent in 

trust relations have to be similar. The similarity between users means they have similar 
interests to some extent. Thus, we minimize the following two objective functions to integrate 
the information on implicit correlations between trusters and trustees, respectively. 
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where U1 and U2 denote the set of trusters and the set of trustees, simu,v is the similarity 
between users u and v computed in previous section. 

The unified object function for CF-TC-MF is defined as 
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where α and β are non-negative parameters that are used to trade off the three objective 
functions. The minimum of the objective function can be found by performing gradient 
descent in Pu and Qi: 
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where Wu,i is the indicator function that is equal to 1 if u expressed a rate score on i, and equal 
to 0 otherwise. Similarly, 

1,UuW  (or 
2,UuW ) is equal to 1 if u is a truster (or a trustee) and equal to 

0 otherwise. θ is the learning rate for iteration. The initial values of Pu and Qi are sampled from 
the normal distribution with zero mean. In each iteration, Pu and Qi are updated based on the 
latent variables from the previous iteration. The learned Pu and Qi can be used to predict 
ratings for user-item pairs. 

4. Experimental Results and Analysis 

4.1 Datasets 
Epinions (www.epinions.com) and Ciao (www.ciao.it) are well-known consumer opinion 
websites. From these two websites, two kinds of information can be extracted: (i) rating 
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information, users can make reviews to familiar items and further assign these items numeric 
ratings in the range of 1 (min) to 5 (max); (ii) trust relations, users express their trusts to other 
users and add these users to their trust networks if they find their reviews consistently 
interesting and helpful. We used the versions of Epinions and Ciao datasets [28] for our 
performance evaluation. In order to explore the impact of our proposed trust relation-based 
method (CF-TC) on recommendation quality, users without trust relations and their ratings 
were removed. The statistics of these preprocessed datasets are presented in Table 5. 

 
Table 5. Data statistics 

Features Epinions Ciao 
Number of users 8518 2342 
Number of items 153593 77524 

Number of ratings 345022 146753 
Sparsity of ratings 0.9997 0.9992 
Number of trusters 8514 2190 
Number of trustees 8510 2325 

Number of trust links 299936 57544 
Sparsity of trust links 0.9917 0.9790 

Number of users 8518 2342 
 

4.2 Experimental Setup 
We randomly divided each of the two above-mentioned datasets into two parts: training set 
(80%) and test set (20%). The evaluation metrics in our experiments are the Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), as these are some of the most popular 
accuracy measures in the literature of recommender systems. RMSE and MAE are defined 
using Equations 14 and 15. 
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In addition, we employed top-N recall as another evaluation metric in our experiments. As 
to computing the top-N recall, for each user u, we rank the items i according to the predicted 
rating iuR ,

ˆ . An item is defined as relevant to a user in the test set if s/he finds it appealing or 
interesting (e.g., the assigned rating in the test data is above a certain threshold). For instance, 
in our experiments with Epinions data, the rating value ranges from 1 to 5, and we consider 
rating value of 5 as relevant (i.e. the user definitely liked these items), while other rating values 
and missing rating values are considered not relevant. Other choices led to similar results. 
Now the recall can be defined as the fraction of relevant items in the test set that are in the 
top-N of the ranking list, denoted by Num(N, u), from among all relevant items, Num(u). For 
each user u, the individual top-N recall is given by  

)(

),(
)(

uNum
uNNumuRecall =      (16) 
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which can be aggregated over all users to obtain the average recall for the test set [29]. The 
average top-N recall is computed as follows: 

∑
∑=

u

u

uNum
uNNum

Recall
)(

),(
     (17) 

In our experiments, we compared the recommendation results of the following two classes 
of methods in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed CF-TC method. The core 
of the first class of methods is memory-based collaborative filtering, including CF-Me (This is 
the traditional user-centric collaborative filtering method), CF-TM-Me (It computes the user 
similarities based on trust matrix for applying memory-based collaborative filtering method 
[11]), and CF-TC-Me (This is the first variant of CF-TC). The core of the second class of 
methods is matrix factorization, including CF-MF (This is the traditional matrix 
factorization-based recommendation method, which represents user and item with feature 
vector [30]), and CF-TM-MF (It fuses two kinds of correlations between users into traditional 
matrix factorization model for recommendation [11] and these correlations are computed 
based on trust matrix), and CF-TC-MF (This is the second variant of CF-TC). 

 
Fig. 4. Impact of ts on CF-TC-Me (truster) on Epinions. 

 

4.3 Results and Analysis 
As the threshold ts is an important impact parameter for determining significant 
co-occurrences between users with the same role, we conducted relevant experiments to 
discuss its impact. Fig. 4 shows the results of our proposed CF-TC-Me method based on the 
truster-truster similarities in terms of RMSE and MAE on Epinions when ts is ranging from 
0.0001 to 0.15. From Fig. 4 we can observe that, CF-TC-Me achieves smaller values of RMSE 
and MAE when ts is equal to an intermediate value (e.g., 0.005) than those when ts is equal to 
a smaller value (e.g., 0.0001) or a larger value (e.g., 0.15). This is due to the fact that, too large 
value of ts leads to filtering too many useful co-occurrence relations, and too small value of ts 
leads to keeping too many useless co-occurrence relations, thereby obtaining so inaccurate 
similarities. 
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Fig. 5 shows the results of our proposed CF-TC-Me method based the trustee-trustee 
similarities in terms of RMSE and MAE Epinions when ts is ranging from 0.0001 to 0.15. It 
can also be seen from Fig. 5 that RMSE and MAE are smaller when ts equals an intermediate 
value (e.g., 0.005). In addition, in order to further discuss the impact of ts on CFTC-Me 
method, we conducted other experiments on Ciao and obtained the similar results as shown in 
Figs. 6 and 7. and the results demonstrated the importance of an appropriate value of ts. 
Therefore, an appropriate value of ts is important for improving recommendation quality. 

 
Fig. 5. Impact of ts on CF-TC-Me (trustee) on Epinions.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Impact of ts on CF-TC-Me (truster) on Ciao. 
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Fig. 7. Impact of ts on CF-TC-Me (trustee) on Ciao. 

 
We compared the results of the above-mentioned first three methods (CF-Me, CF-TM-Me, 

and CF-TC-Me) on Epinion and Ciao. Table 6 summarizes their performance comparisons 
when taking each truster as recommendation target and setting ts to 0.005 for Epinions, 0.01 
for Ciao. From Table 6, it can be observed that, CF-TC-Me and CF-TM-Me achieve smaller 
values of RMSE and MAE than CF-Me. This proves once again that trust relations can 
improve recommendation quality of traditional CF method, as demonstrated in other related 
work [9], [10]. Another observation is that CF-TC-Me performs better than CF-TM-Me in 
terms of RMSE and MAE. This indicates that, trust context-based similarity yields more 
accurate user relations being discovered and exploited when compared to the trust 
matrix-based recommendation method. Additionally, Table 7 summarizes their performance 
comparisons when taking each trustee as recommendation target and setting ts to 0.005 for 
Epinions, 0.0015 for Ciao. The results also demonstrate that CF-TC-Me outperforms 
CF-TM-Me and CF-TMMe outperforms CF-Me. This also verifies the effectiveness of our 
proposed method. 

 
Table 6. Performance comparison for trusters 

Datasets CF-Me CF-TM-Me CF-TC-Me Metrics 

Epinions 1.4157 1.2579 1.2040 RMSE 
1.0697 0.9219 0.8901 MAE 

Ciao 1.2924 1.2005 1.1490 RMSE 
0.9236 0.8545 0.8143 MAE 

 
Table 7. Performance comparison for trustees 

Datasets CF-Me CF-TM-Me CF-TC-Me Metrics 

Epinions 1.4154 1.3032 1.2096 RMSE 
1.0695 0.9509 0.8920 MAE 

Ciao 1.2806 1.1988 1.1508 RMSE 
0.9158 0.8435 0.8221 MAE 
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Table 8. RMSE of different CF-TC-Mes 

Datasets CF-TC-Me (truster) CF-TC-Me (trustee) CF-TC-Me (hybrid) 
Epinions 1.1910 1.1985 1.1220 

Ciao 1.1324 1.1382 1.0067 
 

As a user is not only a truster but also a trustee in trust relations, we conducted experiments 
on Epinions and Ciao, to demonstrate the comparison results of CF-TC-Me based on 
truster-truster similarities, CF-TC-Me based on trusteetrustee similarities and hybrid 
CF-TC-Me by utilizing least squares method to fuse the ratings predicted by the first two 
methods. From Table 8 we can observe that hybrid CFTC-Me performs better than 
CF-TC-Me (truster) and CF-TCMe (trustee). This indicates that the data fusion technique 
optimizes RMSE and it is possibly useful to utilize information on users’ different roles for 
designing a better method. 

To test top-N recommendation, we conducted relevant experiments and compared the 
results of the above-mentioned first three methods (CF-Me, CF-TM-Me, and CF-TC-Me) on 
Epinion, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 shows the recalls of all comparison partners for 
trusters, respectively. From this figure, we can see that the recalls of the three methods are 
increasing as the length of recommendation list, N, increases. This is obviously due to the fact 
that, a larger value of N makes more items recommended to each truster and then more 
relevant items are possibly find in the recommendation list. In addition, we can also see that, 
for different values of N, the recalls of both CF-TC-Me and CF-TM-Me are higher than that of 
CF-Me. Namely, CF-TC-Me and CFTM-Me outperform CF-Me in terms of recall. This 
further proves that, it is necessary and effective to incorporate trust into recommender systems 
for improving recommendation quality. Furthermore, compared CF-TC-Me to CF-TM-Me, it 
is significantly observed that, the recall of CF-TC-Me is higher than that of CF-TM-Me for all 
different values of N. Namely, CF-TC-Me is better than CF-TM-Me in terms of recall. This 
indicates that, our proposed method can mine more accurate correlations between users with 
the same role (here, it is truster) and then improve recommendation quality in terms of recall. 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of Recall of the first three methods for trusters on Epinions. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of Recall of the first three methods for trustees on Epinions. 

 
Furtherssssmore, Fig. 9 shows the recalls of all comparison partners for trustees, 

respectively. From this figure, we can see that, for trustees as recommendation targets, 
CF-TM-Me is better than CF-Me and CF-TC-Me is better than CF-TM-Me in terms of recall. 
Meanwhile, compared to the results for trusters, the difference between the recalls of 
CF-TC-Me and CF-TM-Me is smaller. This might be influenced by users’ roles and rating 
information. Also, we conducted relevant experiments on Ciao dataset, as shown in Figs. 10 
and 11. We can see that their results on Ciao are similar to those on Epinions. This further 
improves the effectiveness of our proposed method. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of Recall of the first three methods for trusters on Ciao. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of Recall of the first three methods for trustees on Ciao. 

 
Additionally, we compared the results of the abovementioned last three methods (CF-MF, 

CF-TM-MF, and CFTC-MF) on Epinion and Ciao. In our experiments, we set the values of the 
parameters θ and λ as 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. We let α equal β and assign 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 
1, 10, 20, 30, 50 to them to test the their impacts on CF-TC-MF method in terms of RMSE and 
MAE on Epinions and Ciao, as shown in Figs. 12 and 13. From these two figures, we can see 
that, when alpha and beta are equal to 1, CF-TC-MF achieves the best values of RMSE and 
MAE on Epinions and Ciao. Furthermore, we set the values of these parameters α, β, λ, and θ 
as 1, 1, 0.1, and 0.01, respectively for next comparison. Table 9 summarizes their performance 
comparisons when ts is assigned the same value in the previous experiments, i.e., ts is equal to 
0.005/0.01 for Epinions/Ciao when computing the similarities between trusters, and ts is equal 
to 0.005/0.0015 for Epinions/Ciao when computing the similarities between trustees. From 
Table 9, it can be observed that, CF-TCMF and CF-TM-MF achieve smaller values of RMSE 
and MAE than CF-MF. This proves that trust relations can improve recommendation quality 
of traditional matrix factorizationbased CF method, as demonstrated in other work [18], [31]. 
We can obviously see that CF-TC-MF performs better than CF-TM-MF in terms of RMSE and 
MAE. This also indicates that, trust context-based similarity yields more accurate user 
relations being discovered and exploited when compared to the trust matrix-based matrix 
factorization method. This also verifies the effectiveness of our proposed method. 

 
Table 9. Performance comparison 

Datasets CF-MF CF-TM-MF CF-TC-MF Metrics 

Epinions 2.0434 1.8620 1.7262 RMSE 
1.7058 1.5154 1.3640 MAE 

Ciao 1.8501 1.7200 1.6473 RMSE 
1.4959 1.3498 1.2669 MAE 

 
Comparing Table 9 to Tables 6 and 7, we can observe that matrix factorization-based CF 

outperfoms memory-based CF in terms of RMSE and MAE on Epinions and Ciao. In spite of 
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this, we cannot say that the former is absolutely better that the latter. Actually, they have their 
own advantages. The former can generate real-time recommendations while the latter can 
predict a user’s rating on an item even though the item is not rated by those who are similar to 
the user. 

 
Fig. 12. RMSE and MAE of CF-TC-MF method for different values of α and β on Epinions (α = β). 

 
Fig. 13. RMSE and MAE of CF-TC-MF method for different values of α and β on Ciao (α = β). 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have investigated how to mine implicit correlation between users with the 
same role for improving the accuracy of trust-based recommendation. The rationale 
underlying our method is that two users with the same role (truster or trustees) are considered 
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to be similar to some extent if they are significantly co-occurring with other same-role users. 
Co-occurrence relation between two same-role users is determined through an association 
mining technique based on trust context. Based on obtained co-occurrence relation, each user 
is represented by user vector and the similarities between any two users with the same role are 
computed by comparing their vectors. We fused these computed similarities into two 
traditional collaborative filtering methods. Through relevant experiments on Epinions and 
Ciao, we show that our proposed CF-TC method outperforms other baseline methods in terms 
of RMSE, MAE, and recall. 
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